
Recording 13 Study Questions and Answers 

1. How long does the angulation that is stored in the cellular memory remain? 
What you accumulate here in the cellular memory is really as a whole stuck only for the 
rest of this lifetime. It’s a problem for now, because it may cause us in this lifetime to 
have certain attitudes or actions. They will accumulate in certain actions and reactions 
that will ultimately in this lifetime transfer over into the astral by the astral mind 
memory, the petals of your mind. 

2. What is supposed to happen when you switch from the world of the Sun to the world of 
the Moon? 
You’re supposed to go to the high place, then come back and do make this world more 
beautiful. And it regenerates in people and in your environment. 

3. What actually happens to most of us? 
You do in the inner state what you been doing in the outer state. Your attitude toward 
your outer world pollutes your inner world. And it has dragged you down into the three 
lower chakric locas or realms of sub-existence. 

4. What is the Saturn chakric state of consciousness? 
Fear 

5. What is the Jupiter chakric state of consciousness? 
The Jupiter state of consciousness in simplest terms is simply greed. It can be for food, it 
can be for sex, it can be for money, it can be for knowledge, it can be for power. 

6. What is the Mars chakric state of consciousness? 
Power 

7. Is it better to balance out the three lower chakras before or after we cross over to the 
astral? 
Before is better, because if we cross over with a bad Saturn, Mars or Jupiter we can 
experience greater problems. 

8. The more physical satisfaction you have, why should you try to extract from that a 
deeper level of mental satisfaction? 
So that you break freer from the magnetism of the biological memory track of your 
mother and father. 

9. What memory tracks are from your mother? 
The body and the memory tracks of the body are primarily karma from your mother.   

10. What memory tracks are from your father? 
The astral, mental karma that you have in this lifetime is usually far more from your 
father. 

11. What karma is Sushumna? 
The karma of this life or the environment. And of course for all of us our environment, 
whether we know it or not, is really the body, the earth. 



12. Why is it important to record your location in your daily dream journal, even if you have 
always lived in the same place? 
Twenty years from now you may have lived in four or five different places. Recording the 
location will allow you to construct later in your life a Hora Shastra, which will be very 
revealing. 

13. Why draw a line under the dream? 
So that you can write any additional details you remember later in the day and you will 
know that they may be distorted. 

14. What types of dreams should you name? 
Important dreams and long drawn out dreams. 

15. What should you do at the new Moon? 
Identify the key person and place, the primal action, and the vibrational emotion feeling 
state. 

16. In Kriya Yoga, what are dream symbols? 
They are energy fields or force fields. And what one is trying to accomplish more than 
anything else is to understand what is the symbol and how is it precipitating. 

17. When you identify your symbol of disaster appearing in a dream, how can you neutralize 
it? 
Bring in an opposing symbol to neutralize it. 

18. In recording and analyzing dreams, what are the most important questions? 
Where am I in this dream? Here you think you’re the body, now you’re over in the dream 
world, what am I? Now you get out of the dream and get into the higher astral, what am 
I? 

19. What happens when we find the beholder of the dream? 
When you find that, you will find the power of your being, and with that to do what you 
want to do with what you think you should do. 


